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Summary

Liberal democracy is in crisis where it was long thought most securely established. In both Western Europe and the United States, polls suggest voters are
losing faith in democratic institutions; polarization and illiberalism appear to
be on the rise. A striking feature of this crisis moment is the perception that
many of the most pressing political issues are shared conditions of the United
States and Europe—a significant change from earlier decades. This perceived
convergence raises critical questions: To what extent are current democratic
weaknesses in Europe in fact similar to or different from those facing the
United States? And what are the most fertile areas for mutual learning and
cooperation?
Shared Challenges
Following recent governance crises, popular confidence in political institutions has plummeted to historically low levels on both sides of the Atlantic—
particularly among the less educated and less well-off.
Many U.S. and European voters are disenchanted with mainstream political parties, which they see as ineffective and out of touch. This groundswell of
antiestablishment sentiment has benefited more extremist outsider movements
and candidates, triggering greater political polarization and fragmentation.
Citizens are finding it harder to determine which news sources are trustworthy and which are not. Deliberate efforts to spread disinformation create
new challenges for democratic discourse.
Government responses to terrorist threats have triggered new concerns over
creeping extensions of executive power. Finding the right balance between
security and individual liberty has become increasingly complex, partly due to
unsettled questions about citizens’ right to privacy.
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U.S.-Specific Challenges
High levels of partisan polarization in the United States—heightened by
its winner-take-all electoral system—have eroded democratic norms and produced gridlock, thereby undermining democratic performance.
Skyrocketing socioeconomic inequality and weak institutional safeguards
allow wealthy U.S. elites to exert disproportionate political influence. Partisan
polarization thus coexists with heightened vertical polarization between a
small group at the top and the rest of society.
A deeply contested electoral process that is characterized by atypical levels
of decentralization and partisanship exacerbates these dynamics in the United
States: issues like voting restrictions pose much larger hurdles to representation
than in most European democracies.
Europe-Specific Challenges
European electoral systems provide more room for extremist and antipluralist political forces to gain political representation. In Hungary and Poland,
democratically elected governments have already taken major steps to weaken
independent civil society and the rule of law.
A European democracy deficit persists: as decisionmaking has moved from
the national to the European level, efforts to boost citizen participation have
not kept pace. The disconnect between Brussels and many European voters has
fueled Euroskepticism, which in turn thwarts efforts at institutional reform.

Introduction

Liberal democracy is in crisis in places where it was long thought most securely
established. In both Western Europe and the United States, polls suggest voters
are losing faith in democratic institutions; polarization and illiberalism appear
to be on the rise. According to the Economist Intelligence Unit’s Democracy
Index, the average quality of democracy has declined on both sides of the
Atlantic since 2006.1
A striking feature of this crisis moment is the perception that many of the
most pressing political issues—such as the rise of antipluralist populism, fragmentation in existing political spaces and debates, and fears of malign external
actors interfering in domestic politics—are shared conditions of the United
States and Europe.2 This sense of being in the same boat politically represents a
significant change from earlier decades, when most American observers viewed
European political dynamics as fundamentally different from U.S. politics, and
European counterparts saw U.S. democracy as defined by uniquely American
political syndromes.
Indeed, some crucial challenges are clearly shared now. In Europe as well
as in the United States, popular trust in political institutions has declined in
recent years. Many voters are disenchanted with mainstream political parties,
which they see as ineffective and out of touch. This groundswell of antiestablishment sentiment has benefited outsider movements and candidates. U.S.
and European democracies are also grappling with a more
fragmented public information space and foreign efforts
to sow disinformation and mistrust—as well as threats
Despite areas of convergence, the
to civil liberties emanating from expanding executives
United States still struggles with
and illiberal government action. These trends, while not
entirely new, have been brought to a head by economic
problems of political representation
crisis, hardening contestation over migration and diverthat are less pressing in Europe.
sity, and changing geopolitical currents.
Yet despite these areas of transatlantic convergence,
the United States still struggles with problems of political representation that are less pressing in Europe. Exceptionally high levels
of partisan polarization—heightened by specific features of the U.S. political
system—have eroded democratic norms and produced gridlock, exacerbating
3
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popular discontent. In addition, while socioeconomic divides have intensified across many Western democracies, the trend is most pronounced in the
United States, where weak institutional safeguards enable wealthy elites to
exert disproportionate political influence. Partisan polarization thus coexists
with heightened vertical polarization between a small group at the top and the
rest of society, feeding into and being fed by other democratic weaknesses. The
U.S. electoral process—characterized by atypical levels of decentralization and
partisanship—exacerbates these dynamics, with issues like partisan gerrymandering and voting restrictions posing much larger hurdles.
At the same time, European democracies face challenges that are not present
in the United States, or exist to a much lesser degree. European multiparty parliamentary systems provide more room for extremist and antipluralist political
forces to gain political representation. In several Central European countries
with short democratic histories and weak democratic institutions, democratically elected illiberal governments have already taken major steps to undermine
independent civil society and the rule of law. Other European governments
have to grapple with extremist forces increasing their share of parliamentary
seats, thereby deepening political cleavages and often complicating coalition
formation. In addition, European democracies continue to struggle with the
consequences of supranational integration: as decisionmaking has moved from
the national to the European level, efforts to boost citizen participation have
not kept pace. The disconnect between Brussels and many
European voters has fueled Euroskepticism—which in
As decisionmaking has moved from turn thwarts efforts at European reform.
In both the United States and Europe, broader geothe national to the European level, efforts
political changes add to internal democratic weaknesses.
to boost citizen participation have
Authoritarian powers like Russia and China are exerting
not kept pace. rising political influence across borders, using tools that
range from think tank engagement and new global media
platforms to concerted disinformation campaigns.3 These
efforts not only challenge Western democracies’ global geopolitical dominance,
but also seek to discredit the viability of the liberal democratic model itself—
for example, by manipulating existing divisions within democratic societies. In
addition, transnational policy challenges related to migration and globalization are placing democratic institutions under heightened stress, testing their
legitimacy and effectiveness. This wider context makes domestic democratic
reforms more difficult, but also more pressing.
The long-standing perception of basic political difference between the
United States and Europe has led to a relative scarcity of well-established structures for U.S.-European learning and cooperation on democratic deepening
and reform. Yet as political actors and analysts on both sides of the Atlantic are
looking for answers to the democratic crisis, the sense of a shared malaise could
open the door to more productive lesson-sharing and partnerships.
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Shared Challenges
Rising Distrust in Democratic Institutions
Political scientists like Russell J. Dalton and Pippa Norris already in the 1990s
had observed decreasing levels of trust in political institutions across many
established democracies.4 This long-standing trend exploded into the public
consciousness with the unexpected electoral successes of populist outsiders in
2016 and 2017, which highlighted widespread public disenchantment with the
political status quo. Roberto Stefan Foa and Yascha Mounk even warned that
the West was witnessing early signs of “democratic deconsolidation,” arguing that younger people in established democracies appear not only more distrustful of political leaders but also less supportive of democracy as a political
system than previous generations.5 The fear is that Western democracies may
slowly be rotting from the inside, with citizens no longer committed to defending core democratic values and institutions.
The past few years have indeed been characterized by low levels of trust in
political institutions and leaders on both sides of the Atlantic. In the United
States, the percentage of Americans who expressed a “great deal” or a “fair
amount of trust” in political leaders declined from 63 percent in 2004 to 42
percent in 2016, a new low in more than four decades.6 In 2017, only 12 percent of Americans expressed a “great deal” or “quite a lot” of trust in Congress,
down from an already relatively low 30 percent in 2004.7 An index measuring
“system support”—the degree to which Americans view their political system
as fundamentally legitimate—shows a decline by 18 points between 2006 and
2014.8
In Europe, confidence in political institutions dropped sharply after the
onset of the euro crisis. According to Eurobarometer, trust in national parliaments across the European Union fell from 38 percent in 2004 to 28 percent in 2016, while trust in national governments declined from 34 percent
to 27 percent.9 However, these averages conceal significant variation between
and within countries: the decline in trust was much starker among poorer
Europeans and residents of Southern Europe.10 A 2017 Pew Global Attitudes
Survey showed alarmingly low levels of satisfaction with the functioning of
democracy in France, Greece, Italy, and Spain (see figure 1). It also revealed a
large gap in satisfaction with democracy between those Europeans who think
the economy is doing well and those who do not—a difference of more than
40 percentage points in France, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, and
Sweden.11
How do these patterns fit into longer-term trends? Survey data collected
since the 1970s suggest a general decline in institutional trust among Americans
and many Europeans over the past several decades.12 These patterns have been
linked to processes of social modernization: citizens now have access to more
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Figure 1: Satisfaction With Democracy in Europe and the United States (1994–2016)
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Source: Pew Research Center, “Globally, Broad Support for Representative and Direct Democracy,” October 2017.

information and may have less deference to authority and higher expectations
of public institutions.13 But the trends are not linear. In the United States,
trust in government has fluctuated over the course of the past decades, with
an increase in public confidence in the early 1980s and a renewed drop since
former president George W. Bush’s second term.14 Some institutions—like the
military—have been less affected (see figure 2).15 In Europe, longer-term trends
have varied from country to country. For example, while the UK and Poland
witnessed a rising tide of public mistrust in government institutions during the
2000s, Belgium and Finland experienced the reverse.16
In an overall context of declining trust, citizens view some democratic institutions—political parties, national legislatures, and governments—in a particularly negative light. A key driver seems to be the perception that these
institutions are failing to do their jobs. For example, heightened polarization
and legislative gridlock in the United States has fueled rising disenchantment
with Congress.17 In Europe, skyrocketing unemployment following the financial crisis undermined trust in both national and European political institutions, particularly among those countries and voters most directly affected by
socioeconomic upheaval.18
Decreasing levels of trust in political institutions do not necessarily indicate
that voters in Western democracies are turning away from democratic values
en masse. While there is some evidence that younger voters may be more open
to nondemocratic forms of governance than older generations, the significance
of these findings remains contested: several scholars have noted that this trend
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Figure 2: U.S. Trust in Political Institutions (2017)
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may constitute an age, rather than a cohort, effect that it is largely confined to
certain Western democracies, and that confidence in specific institutions actually appears to be lower among older voters.19 Across Europe and the United
States, support for representative democracy remains comparatively high.20
Yet many citizens are clearly frustrated with democratic performance. In
countries like France, Italy, Poland, Spain, the UK, and the United States, a
sizable share of the population expresses support for the idea of rule by experts
or, to a lesser degree, rule by a strong leader or the military. This trend is particularly striking in Hungary, a country that has experienced significant backsliding over the past several years: 68 percent support rule by experts as a good way
to govern the country.21 In the United States, recent Gallup data indicates only
around one-third say they are satisfied with the way they are being governed.22
These numbers are concerning: modern democracies tend to backslide through
executive aggrandizement—elected leaders gradually weakening institutional
constraints on their power. An electorate frustrated with ineffective and unrepresentative governance may be more likely to welcome this type of overreach,
or vote for candidates that mobilize against institutional constraints with the
promise of renewal.

2014

2016
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Disconnect Between Mainstream Political Parties and Citizens
One institution has borne the brunt of popular discontent: mainstream political parties are struggling to engage ordinary citizens. In Europe, the result
has been a rise in support for far-right (and, in some countries, far-left) parties
and populist movements. In the United States, it is expressed in growing voter
discontent with both major parties. In both places, new civic and protest movements have emerged that circumvent traditional forms of party engagement.
Political parties are consistently ranked the most disliked political institution in most Western democracies.23 This is not a new phenomenon: in Europe,
popular confidence in political elites as well as party activism and membership
began declining in the 1980s.24 The euro crisis and tensions over austerity and
migration have exacerbated these trends. In the aftermath of the 2008 financial
crisis, centrist European parties that had embraced globalization, immigration,
and various degrees of neoliberalism struggled to provide clear policy solutions.
Trust in political parties declined precipitously, particularly in some parts of
Western and Southern Europe. In France, Greece, Italy, and Spain, fewer
than ten percent of people expressed trust in their country’s political parties in
2014 (see figure 3). Large numbers began turning their back to establishment
parties: between 2004 and 2015, European challenger parties increased their
vote share from around 10 to 23 percent.25 Whereas many voters in Southern
Figure 3: Trust in Political Parties in Southern Europe (2000–2017)
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Europe gravitated further left, centrist parties in Northern and Central Europe
have faced stronger challengers from the far-right—particularly as immigration and terrorism have risen on the European agenda.
A greater diversity of parties and political voices can, of course, be seen positively, leading to better representation. In Spain, for example, the formation of
the left-wing Podemos—which emerged from anticorruption and antiausterity
protests—brought new wind into the Spanish political
arena. Yet the weakening of centrist parties also poses real
challenges. First, while not all populist challengers are
Between 2004 and 2015, European
necessarily antidemocratic, antiestablishment sentiments
challenger parties increased their vote
have benefited far-right parties with deeply illiberal and
share from around 10 to 23 percent.
xenophobic strands.26 France is a case in point: the Front
National’s vote share nearly doubled from 17.8 percent
in 2002 to 33.9 percent in 2017.27 In Germany that same
year, a far-right party won the third-largest share of seats and entered parliament for the first time since the Second World War.28 Where such parties
prevail, minorities often see threats to their safety and livelihoods. In Hungary
and Poland, the election of nationalist parties that ran on antiestablishment
platforms has led to attacks on the separation of powers as well as on independent civil society and media.
Second, greater political fragmentation makes it more difficult for political
parties to form stable governing coalitions and pass difficult policy reforms.29
In several countries, the emergence of new parties has gone hand-in-hand with
political deadlock, unstable minority governments, and more dysfunctional
governance. In Austria, Germany, and the Netherlands, greater political fragmentation has led to years of grand coalitions between left- and right-wing
parties that have fueled voter discontent with undifferentiated centrism.30 It
remains to be seen whether these trends represent the beginning of a new normal in European electoral politics. Much will depend on whether mainstream
parties successfully reinvigorate their political platforms—and the extent to
which challenger parties can retain their outsider appeal.
In the United States, the majoritarian electoral system creates a fundamentally different party landscape, with limited opportunities for new party formation. Yet voter identification and satisfaction with political parties has also
declined. Ahead of the 2016 election, six in ten Americans said that neither
major party represented their views—a thirteen percent increase since 1990
(see figure 4).31 A July 2017 Gallup poll showed 45 percent of Americans identifying as independent, indicating a dislike for both parties.32 At the same time,
most Americans now live in uncompetitive congressional districts, meaning
that they have little meaningful choice to begin with.33
In 2016, both the Democratic Party and Republican Party establishments
were rattled by outsider challengers. The progressive base of the Democrats is
increasingly pushing back against a centrist party leadership that is viewed as
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Figure 4: Dissatisfaction With U.S. Political Parties (1990 and 2016)
“Neither political party represents my views anymore.”
DISAGREE
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Source: PRRI, “America’s Future: 1950 or 2050?” October 25, 2016.

out of touch with popular grievances, lacking moral and political integrity,
and too cautious in its reform proposals. On the Republican side, support for
President Donald Trump’s antiestablishment, nativist, and protectionist message suggests that many voters have felt unrepresented by the party’s pro-trade,
pro-immigration, and status-quo-oriented policies. In fact, recent social science research shows that self-identified U.S. conservatives often take relatively
liberal positions on key issues like the size of the government—which made
them susceptible to a more heterodox candidate like Trump.34
Social scientists have advanced structural explanations to explain long-term
trends of voter disengagement from political parties. As social classes have
become more disaggregated and economies have transformed, parties’ natural
constituencies—such as churches and unions—have fractured.35 Mainstream
parties have struggled to formulate political platforms that speak to both the
winners and losers of the status quo—and are often viewed as neglecting the
latter in favor of the former.36 At the same time, they have become more technocratic and professionalized, focused on governance rather than direct representation.37 Many parties have not transformed their internal organizational
cultures to appeal to younger voters or other underrepresented groups. In
Europe for example, polling data suggests that most young people do not want
to join political parties and generally hold them in low regard.38
Disengagement from parties has not necessarily gone hand-in-hand with
political apathy. New social movements and citizen initiatives have emerged
that push for representation and responsiveness outside of party channels.39
Yet at the same time, a growing gap between parties and voters suggests that
large parts of the electorate view the existing parties and party activism as poor
mechanisms to shape democracy and advance their interests.
Problematic Public Information Space
On both sides of the Atlantic, governments and citizens are struggling to adjust
to increasingly fragmented public information spaces and deliberate efforts to
spread disinformation and stir mistrust. The speed, scale, and reach of digital
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information flows have fundamentally reshaped the ways information is disseminated and consumed. As little as five years ago, this trend was still celebrated by many as fundamentally democratizing. Yet the sheer amount of
information now available also means that readers carry much greater responsibility to assess the quality of news content. The role played by social media
networks and increasing efforts by foreign governments to manipulate these
platforms pose decidedly new threats to fact-based political discourse.
Several trends are worth highlighting. First, many Western democracies are
characterized by relatively low levels of trust in traditional media outlets. A
2017 Eurobarometer survey found that only 34 percent of respondents across
Europe claimed to trust the media (see figure 5), with particularly low levels
of trust in France, the UK, and Greece (see figure 6). Those who placed themselves in the lower-middle or working class and were worse off economically
were particularly likely to express distrust.40 Throughout Europe, news consumers tend to have greater trust in radio and TV than in social networks and
the written press.41
In the United States, trust in the mass media has decreased from 53 percent in 1997 to 32 percent in 2016, according to polling data.42 Distrust in
the media appears to be fueled by—or at least correlated with—heightened
partisanship. A new study by Gallup and the Knight Foundation, for example, found that Republicans are considerably more likely to have unfavorable
views of mainstream news organizations (see figure 7), a trend mirrored in
Trump’s repeated attacks on prominent news outlets. And while 60 percent
of Republicans view Fox News as an objective media outlet, only 3 percent
of Democrats agree.43 Comparative analyses show that the American media
environment is indeed much more ideologically polarized than that of other
Western democracies—perhaps partly due to the absence of a centrist public
broadcasting organization that captures both left- and right-wing voters.44
Figure 5: Trust in Media Across the European Union as an Average (April 2017)
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Source: European Commission, “Designing Europe’s Future,” Eurobarometer 461, April 2017.
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Figure 6: Trust in Media Across the European Union by Country (April 2017)
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Second, increasing numbers of citizens in the United States and Europe
obtain at least some of their news from social media, even though traditional
broadcasters and newspapers still play a dominant role.45 This shift poses new
challenges for democratic discourse. Research suggests that online news consumption makes it easier to seek out information that conforms to one’s beliefs
and ignore dissenting information.46 Conspiracy theories appear to be more
virulent, numerous, and persistent when circulated online rather than offline.47
In addition, political discourse online is often shaped by those who use anonymity to engage in targeted harassment and inflammatory dialogue.48 The
effect of these phenomena on people’s political views and political participation remains poorly understood.49 However, it is clear that populist parties
throughout the West use social media platforms very successfully to spread
their political message—often tapping into popular distrust of establishment
media outlets.50
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Third, online political discourse has also enabled the deliberate diffusion
of false information and rumors for political purposes, as evidenced by the
professional online trolls and political ads used by the Russian government to
influence the 2016 U.S. presidential election as well as a number of European
elections.51 Social media platforms, such as Twitter and Facebook—and the
wealth of data they collect—offer new avenues for domestic and foreign actors
to shape public opinion and sow distrust through coordinated disinformation
campaigns.52 As outlined in a Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
paper by Erik Brattberg and Tim Maurer, several European governments have
already begun taking measures to curb the risk of Russian information and
cyber operations in elections, including new legal measures, awareness-raising
campaigns, technical changes to election infrastructure, and operational and
policy changes.53 The United States so far has lagged behind in these efforts,
though recent revelations about data harvesting by the voter profiling firm
Cambridge Analytica have triggered stronger demands for regulation of social
media platforms.54
All three trends are clearly interrelated. The common thread is that citizens are finding it harder to determine which news sources are trustworthy
and accurate and which are not.55 For example, while eight in ten U.S. adults
believe that the news media are important to democracy, many also say that it
Figure 7: Americans’ Opinion of the Media (2018)
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has become harder to remain well-informed and that news media are not fulfilling their role.56 The implications for democracy are significant: political discourse becomes more polarized and less productive if voters no longer agree on
a common set of facts. Low levels of trust in professional media outlets in turn
make it harder to disprove false or inflammatory claims. The dissemination of
inaccurate or misleading information can distort election campaigns, affect
public opinion, and reinforce inter-group prejudices and animosity—all of
which risk undermining the quality of democratic debate and representation.
Threats to Civil Liberties
Current threats to democracy emanate not only from changing citizen perceptions and preferences but also from illiberal government actions. In general,
both the United States and Western European countries offer strong protections
for core civil liberties such as freedom of association, assembly, and expression.
This stands in contrast to Eastern and Central Europe, where independent
civil society and the media have increasingly come under attack. Yet in all of
these regions, government responses to heightened terrorist threats have triggered new concerns over creeping extensions of executive power. Finding the
right balance between security and individual liberty has become increasingly
complex, partly due to the pervasiveness of digital technology and unsettled
questions about citizens’ right to privacy.
In the United States, the passing of the Patriot Act after the September 11
terrorist attacks ushered in a trend of heightened surveillance and weak regulatory oversight and disclosure.57 For example, in June 2013, records leaked
by former National Security Agency contractor Edward J. Snowden revealed
that the U.S. government had secretly used Section 215
of the Patriot Act to collect Americans’ phone records
Political discourse becomes more in bulk. The U.S. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act
Amendments Act of 2008 also gave the National Security
polarized and less productive if voters no
Agency significant powers to monitor Americans’ interlonger agree on a common set of facts. national phone calls, text messages, and emails, as well
as unknown numbers of domestic communications.58
Over time, some components of the Patriot Act have been
weakened—for example, Congress has curtailed the domestic bulk collection
of phone records.59 Yet in January 2018, the Senate voted to extend the controversial Section 702 of the act for another six years, which civil liberties advocates say enables the continued surveillance of Americans’ communications
through various legal loopholes.60
In Europe, the recent spike in terrorist attacks has spurred a flurry of legislation: ten European countries have enacted significant new antiterror laws since
2015. Many of these laws define “terrorism” in very broad terms, which means
that even people who have never been associated with any criminal acts can be
subjected to surveillance, searches, detentions, and other restrictions.61 Several
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also enhance executive powers while weakening judicial controls, for example,
by making it easier for governments to declare a state of emergency or grant
special powers to security and intelligence services.62 Austria, Belgium, France,
Germany, Hungary, the Netherlands, Poland, and the UK have all expanded
mass surveillance powers. Poland’s 2016 counterterrorism law, for example,
allows for the temporary covert surveillance of foreign nationals without judicial oversight.63 Other laws make “glorifying terrorism” or issuing an “apology
of terrorism” a criminal offense without clearly defining these terms.64
France is a prominent example. The country was in a state of emergency
for nearly two years before adopting a sweeping new counterterrorism law
in October 2017. Between November 2015 and May 2017, French authorities used emergency powers to issue 155 decrees prohibiting public assemblies
and imposed 639 measures banning specific individuals from participating
in protests—at least 574 of which targeted individuals demonstrating against
proposed labor market reforms.65 French authorities have also imposed hundreds of house arrests and carried out thousands of warrantless raids primarily
targeting Muslim communities—almost none of which led to further investigations.66 The new law gives enforcement agencies greater power to continue
conducting searches, closing religious facilities, and restricting the movements
of terrorist suspects.67 The inherent risk of these and similar measures is that
ethnic and religious minorities will bear the brunt of new restrictions—even
though they remain underrepresented in the surrounding policy debates.68

Priority U.S. Challenges
These trends—while not entirely new—have received much greater attention
with the rising electoral success of populist parties and leaders. Yet despite this
new sense of shared democratic distress, the United States still suffers from
longer-standing institutional problems and democratic weaknesses that are
somewhat or much less acute in Europe, and that feed into popular discontent
with the media and U.S. political institutions.
First, unusually high levels of partisan polarization and gridlock have weakened democratic norms of civility and contributed to low public confidence in
Congress. In addition, rising socioeconomic inequality—while not a democratic weakness per se—has fueled increasing vertical polarization between a
small group at the top and the rest of society, with the former exerting disproportionate influence on the political process. These two patterns of polarization coexist with a highly contested electoral system that is both unusually
decentralized and partisan: as a result, problems related to campaign spending, voter registration, and gerrymandering are much more pressing than in
Europe. Together, these factors also help explain why the United States has one
of the lowest turnout rates among Western democracies.
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Partisan Polarization and Gridlock
Political scientists highlight partisan polarization as one of the most urgent
threats to U.S. democracy.69 This trend manifests itself in multiple ways. At
the level of voters, polls show that both partisan sorting and partisan animosity
have increased, particularly among those who are most politically active. The
share of Americans with a highly negative view of the opposing party has more
than doubled since 1994.70 This pattern partly reflects profound changes in
American society. The two major parties used to be fairly similar—both were
overwhelmingly white, male, and Protestant. Today, partisan divides map onto
religious, cultural, geographical, and racial divides to a much greater degree.
As the writer Lee Drutman has noted, Americans’ “collective sense of cultural,
regional, and ethnic status [has] become more and more linked to the status of
two political parties,” which heightens the stake of elections and makes politics more emotional.71 While the bulk of the electorate still retains relatively
centrist policy views, these moderate voters tend to be more disengaged from
the political process.
At the elite level, party polarization in today’s Congress is higher than at
any time since the late 1800s.72 This presents a significant challenge. First, the
U.S. political system is designed to maximize checks and balances: the twohouse legislature and the strict separation of powers between the legislature
and the executive make comprehensive policy change difficult. Even in the
absence of divided government, filibuster rules and weak incentives for legislative party discipline can prevent the executive from advancing its agenda. Yet
in a context of heightened polarization, this system has turned into a de facto
“vetocracy”—blocking legislative action and incentivizing parties to subvert
regular order to pass legislation.73 Intense polarization—particularly in the
Senate—thus results in legislative inaction, which undermines public confidence in Congress.74
But the problem goes deeper. Democracy depends on political parties being
willing to set aside partisan differences to push back against extremists who
threaten to subvert the democratic process. It also depends on a mutual respect
for democratic norms and procedures. Yet as professors Steven Levitsky and
Daniel Ziblatt showed in a recent book, polarization has weakened American
parties’ commitment to two central democratic norms: mutual toleration,
which means accepting one’s political rivals as legitimate political actors, and
forbearance, which is the idea that parties should be restrained in their use
of institutional prerogatives. Both parties have become more prone to playing “constitutional hardball”—exploiting their legal prerogatives in ways that
undermine compromise, as exemplified by the Senate’s refusal to take up the
nomination of Merrick Garland to the Supreme Court in the last year of
Barack Obama’s presidency.75 In the long run, high levels of polarization thus
not only reduce congressional capacity to govern but also weaken the norms
that undergird institutional checks and balances.
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Political gridlock is generally less of a problem in European parliamentary
systems in which the party or coalition that has the majority forms the government. Comparing levels of polarization is more difficult because multiparty
parliamentary systems follow a fundamentally different political logic. For
example, small parties allow fringe positions to be represented in the political
spectrum, often resulting in a more ideologically differentiated political landscape than the current U.S. system allows. In other words, polarization tends
to be more fragmented and multidimensional. Yet there is also evidence to
suggest that the main (center-left and center-right) parties in many European
countries have depolarized in recent decades.76 Unlike in the United States,
they no longer differ substantially from each other on the host of political and
sociocultural issues that remain deeply divisive in the United States, such as
gun ownership, climate change, or the appropriate role of government in basic
service provision. Over the past several decades, they have also embodied an
ideological consensus built around support for a single market, the euro, and
EU integration.
The rise of more extremist challenger parties into the
political life of many European countries has upset this
Democracy depends on political parties
pattern, creating a widening gap between the “depolarbeing willing to set aside partisan differences
ized center” and the political extremes. Even though most
to push back against extremists who
of these parties only command the support of a minorthreaten to subvert the democratic process.
ity of voters, their success has revealed deeper societal
cleavages over issues like immigration, European integration, and national identity.77 In Poland, for example, the
incumbent nationalist-conservative government has opened up deep ideological fissures in Polish politics and society.78 Other countries have experienced a
sharpening of historical divisions—such as in Spain, where intense contestation over Catalonian independence has split the country, weakening the political center. In general, however, European institutional structures and party
systems do not necessarily work to amplify the political impact of underlying
social and ideological differences to the same degree as the two-party system
in the United States. Instead, the existence of multiple parties and the need
to build governing coalitions tends to produce a more fragmented political
landscape, in which centrist parties continue to find common ground on core
policy issues while at the same time facing heightened pressure and hostility
from the political extremes.
Spiraling Inequality and Increasing Money in Politics
In Europe and the United States, dissatisfaction with political institutions is
not distributed equally across all social groups—instead, low-income earners and less educated and politically engaged citizens are much less likely to
express trust in government institutions than college-educated, higher-income
citizens.79 Yet while socioeconomic divides have increased on both sides of the
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Atlantic, the trend has been much more pronounced in the United States than
in most European democracies. U.S. democracy is thus not only characterized
by high levels of horizontal polarization between left and right, but also increasing vertical polarization rooted in socioeconomic divisions. These two forms
of polarization interact in complex ways: for example, in the lead-up to the
2016 presidential elections, both Senator Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump
tapped into the perception that the political system is “rigged” by special interests, while pointing to very different explanations and solutions.
In the United States, income inequality and wealth inequality have been
increasing for several decades (see figure 8). In 1980, the top 1 percent of adults
earned on average 27 times more than the bottom 50 percent of adults. Today,
they earn 81 times more. As a result, the income share of the bottom half
shrank from about 20 percent in 1980 to 12 percent in 2014.80 In parallel,
wealth held by the top 1 percent rose from just under 30 percent in 1989 to
nearly 49 percent in 2016—while the share held by the bottom 90 percent
decreased from just over 33 percent to less than 23 percent.81 The financial crisis of 2008 fueled these trends by devastating many lower- and middle-income
households.82 Suddenly the idea of the United States as a society starkly divided
between haves and have-nots (or have-littles) gained much greater currency.
On average, European countries today are considerably more egalitarian.
This was not always the case: for much of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Western European societies concentrated land and wealth in the hands
of a small upper-class. In 1910, the top 1 percent in Europe owned around 64
percent of all wealth, whereas in the United States the figure was 45 percent.83
Over the course of the twentieth century, the situation has been reversed.
The United States now has a higher Gini coefficient—the most commonly
used measurement of inequality—than any European country. While levels
of inequality have increased in countries like Germany,
Sweden, and the UK over the past few decades, U.S.
households are much more economically divided.84
In the United States, low-income earners
The effects of inequality on democracy are complex.
and less educated and politically engaged For example, several studies have debunked the popular
citizens are much less likely to express narrative that rising support for illiberal populism and
trust in government institutions than extremist movements in Europe and the United States
college-educated, higher-income citizens. can solely be explained by economic dislocation among
working-class voters. Instead, economic status, social
standing, racial attitudes, and spatial segmentation all
appear to play a role. In the United States, for example,
white identity and hostility to minority groups were strongly associated with
support for Trump in the 2016 election, while standard indicators of economic
hardship were not—although Trump also did better among white voters anxious about their economic future.85 In a transnational study of twenty established democracies, Noam Gidron and Peter A. Hall similarly found lower
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Figure 8: Income Shares of U.S. Households (1970–2015)
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levels of subjective social status—defined as the degree of social esteem people
believe is accorded to them—to be a strong predictor of support for right-wing
populist parties, especially among working-class men.86
Yet rising socioeconomic disparities do impact democratic politics in profound ways. The most immediate consequence is a growing inequality of political voice. In the United States, people with lower incomes and less education
consistently vote at lower rates, are less politically engaged, and less likely to
believe they can influence politics.87 While this pattern also exists in other
Western democracies, it is particularly pronounced in the United States. U.S.
electoral turnout, for example, is highly socially skewed: those in the lowest
income quintile and those with little schooling are much less likely to vote than
comparable people in Western Europe, potentially because they are less incorporated into a social welfare state or because there are no left-wing competitor
parties to mobilize them.88 These disparities are even bigger when it comes to
more costly political activities, such as making financial contributions, volunteering for campaigns, and contacting elected officials.89 As a result, these
activities tend to be dominated by wealthier and often more ideological voters,
whose views do not necessarily reflect those of the general population.
As income and wealth have become more concentrated in the hands of a
few, the highly privileged are also finding new ways to influence policy. Most
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prominently, lax campaign finance rules post–Citizens United allow corporations, unions, and wealthy individuals to make unlimited contributions to super
PACs (political action committees), and channel tax-exempt money to certain
types of political nonprofits that are not required to disclose their donors. Not
surprisingly, spending on elections has skyrocketed: between 2008 and 2016,
spending on presidential elections increased from approximately $339.5 million to $1.3 billion (see figure 9).90 In parallel, candidates and parties have
become more dependent on a tiny group of mega-donors.91 Some scholars suggest that this trend contributes to partisan polarization, as it further increases
the influence of wealthy individuals with a strong ideological commitment or
agenda.92
Spiraling political spending has other negative effects. At a basic level, it
drives up the cost of elections, which reinforces the overrepresentation of
the extremely wealthy among U.S. politicians. In the 2016 election cycle, an
average winning U.S. Senate campaign spent $10.4 million, while an average winning House campaign spent $1.3 million.93 Given these high costs,
independently wealthy and well-connected candidates enjoy a clear advantage:
they are more likely to attract the support of donors and party gatekeepers in
the early stages of their campaigns. It is therefore hardly surprising that in
2016, the median minimum net worth of all senators and representatives was
$511,000 (16 percent more than just two years ago), while 153 representatives
and 50 senators were millionaires.94 In contrast, people with working-class and
low-income backgrounds are severely underrepresented both in Congress and
in state legislatures.95
Campaign contributions—particularly in conjunction with lobbying—also
allow donors to buy access, set the agenda, and influence policy on issues that
are less visible to the public. While existing research suggests that legislators’
voting behavior is unlikely to be swayed on highly salient policy issues, donor
contributions do affect niche policy decisions, such as voting on trade policy,
banking relations, and corporate take-over laws.96 Contributions influence
who legislators meet with, what issues they focus on, and how they allocate
their time.97 Corporations and the extremely wealthy are also funding unprecedented lobbying as well as using more creative means, such as funding think
tanks and universities and controling private media networks, to further their
policy views. Not surprisingly, a series of studies have shown that U.S. politicians on average are much more responsive to the concerns of rich constituents
than the interests and demands of low-income Americans.98
European democracies wrestle with similar patterns of biased political
responsiveness. Several Southern and Eastern European countries also still suffer from high levels of quid-pro-quo corruption that have eroded public trust in
the political establishment. Yet no European democracy has seen a skyrocketing of private donations in any way comparable to the United States. Campaign
finance regulations vary from country to country: half of EU member states
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Figure 9: Outside Group Spending on U.S. Elections (2004–2016)
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apply limits to party expenditures; others limit both contributions and spending. Many European countries have taken additional measures to keep spending down: they restrict the length of the official campaigning period, strictly
regulate political advertising, or ban certain types of donors, such as anonymous and corporate donors.99 In addition, most European parties rely heavily
on public funding: on average, it accounts for almost three-quarters of total
party income, thereby reducing the need for candidates and parties to solicit
private donations. Stronger party discipline also means that wealthy donors
have fewer incentives to try and influence individual candidates, who wield less
political power than in the United States.
Money still plays a role in European politics. For example, in France, a
country with strong campaign finance laws, a recent analysis showed that private donations confer a clear electoral advantage to center-right candidates at
the municipal and legislative level—even though the amounts in question are
minuscule by American standards.100 Over the past several years, opaque donations to far-right and populist parties have also highlighted the limitations of
current regulations. In Germany, for example, the Alternative für Deutschland
has benefited extensively from spending by an independent campaign organization whose funding sources remain undisclosed.101 In the UK, several
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investigations into potential funding breaches by pro-Brexit campaigners are
ongoing.102 The EU is also revising its funding to European political parties
after a number of cases of fraud and misuse have come to light—though critics
argue these changes do not address current transparency shortcomings.103
Yet despite these shared challenges, the overall picture highlights pointed
differences. In the United States, spiraling inequality combined with deregulated campaign spending, a candidate-centric electoral system, and long campaign periods have contributed to making money in politics a particularly
vexing problem. The current system appears to feed partisan polarization by
reinforcing the power of ideological donors, while contributing to the political
disengagement and underrepresentation of lower-income Americans.
A Contested Voting System
Horizontal and vertical polarization in the United States fuel—and are fueled
by—challenges with its electoral system, which is characterized by a high
degree of decentralization and partisanship. According to the 2016 Perceptions
of Electoral Integrity, the United States ranked 52 out of 153 countries when
it comes to electoral integrity—behind all other Western democracies.104
Problems range from long lines at the polls and outdated voting machines to
burdensome registration procedures and partisan gerrymandering of district
boundaries to favor incumbents. These challenges undercut democratic participation and representation, and make the electoral process more vulnerable
to attacks from domestic and foreign actors seeking to
sow distrust.
The U.S. electoral system is uniquely decentralized,
Independently wealthy and well-connected with each state setting its own electoral rules. As a result,
candidates enjoy a clear advantage: they standards are highly uneven. For example, the federal
are more likely to attract the support government does not take any responsibility for registeof donors and party gatekeepers in ring citizens to vote. The burden of registering is placed on
individuals, with procedures varying from state to state.
the early stages of their campaigns.
In contrast, most European countries task government
agencies with getting citizens on voter rolls, or register
them automatically once they become eligible to vote.105
As a result, most European democracies have much higher voter registration
rates than the United States. In 2015, only about 64 percent of the U.S. votingage population was registered to vote—compared to 91 percent in the UK and
96 percent in Sweden.106
Over the past several years, barriers to voting have further increased in many
parts of the United States. Since 2010, twenty-three states have enacted new
laws imposing more complex identification requirements, cutting back on early
voting days, or making it harder for people with past criminal convictions to
vote, among other measures.107 Proponents have justified these efforts as necessary to reduce voter fraud and improve trust in the electoral system. Yet studies
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show that deliberate voter fraud in the United States remains rare.108 Instead,
existing evidence indicates that strict voter identification laws disproportionately decrease turnout among ethnic and racial minorities, who are less likely to
have photo IDs.109 Such measures have also been most common in electorally
competitive states, suggesting an underlying partisan rationale.110
New voting requirements are particularly troublesome given the United
States’ long history of preventing African Americans from voting. Until 2013,
the 1965 Voting Rights Act barred nine U.S. states with a history of voter
discrimination (and portions of six others) from passing new voting legislation
without federal approval.111 Yet in Shelby County v. Holder, the Supreme Court
decided this preclearance requirement had become outdated. The ruling set in
motion a new wave of legislation in states like North Carolina and Texas—
many of which have either been struck down or continue to be contested in
court. At the same time, other states are seeking to expand access: twelve states
and the District of Columbia have already approved automatic voter registration, and twenty states have introduced automatic registration proposals in
2018.112 These reforms, if passed, will likely help boost registration rates (and
voter roll accuracy) by ensuring eligible citizens who interact with government
agencies are automatically registered to vote unless they decline. The changes
will also bring the United States more in line with current European voter
registration systems.
Redistricting is another domain where partisanship and high levels of
decentralization have weakened the U.S. electoral process. In contrast to most
European democracies, the power to draw congressional district boundaries in
most U.S. states rests in the hands of the party that holds the state legislative
majority.113 A small number of states use special commissions, though few are
explicitly nonpartisan. As a result, the redistricting process is often used to
benefit the incumbent political party—typically by grouping the opponents’
supporters into a few districts while engineering a comfortable majority for
the incumbent in all others.114 This type of partisan gerrymandering can result
in election outcomes that profoundly distort the distribution of votes in the
population, thereby exacerbating the failures of representation already inherent
in first-past-the-post voting systems. It also makes elections less competitive—
even though factors like partisan sorting probably play an even bigger role.115
Yet partisan gerrymandering is not an easy problem to fix. It is in many
ways a symptom of the United States’ democratic challenges as well as a driver,
a problem reinforced by geographic, racial, and partisan polarization. There
is no “correct” way of drawing electoral districts: reformers have to balance
different and often competing priorities, including competitiveness, minority
representation, compactness, and proportionality.116 The Supreme Court has
in the past refused to get involved in partisan gerrymandering cases, arguing
that it was too difficult to devise a workable criteria by which to evaluate the
practice. However, the court is currently considering two cases from Maryland
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and Wisconsin that could result in a new legal standard for judging excessive
partisanship—with important implication for future U.S. elections.117
Redistricting generally is much less controversial in European democracies.
In electoral systems that elect more than one representative per district, the
principle of “one person, one vote” can often be achieved without redistricting,
simply by adding or subtracting seats.118 In addition, most European countries
use national-level nonpartisan commissions—typically staffed by judges and/
or administrative state functionaries—to redraw district boundaries. In some
countries, like the UK and Germany, legislatures have to approve the proposed
map changes. However, strict redistricting rules—such
as the requirement that electoral districts respect local
The partisan nature of the U.S. electoral political boundaries—tend to limit the scope for political
process has created fertile grounds for manipulation.
A few European electoral systems more closely resemble
politicians seeking to sow distrust in the United States. France, for example, elects its deputies
election outcomes. in single-member districts, which are drawn by the executive branch and reviewed by the Constitutional Council.
While this system has fostered accusations of bias, existing evidence does not suggest strong partisan manipulation—though it does
result in severe malapportionment.119 In the UK, which also uses first-past-thepost voting, nonpartisan boundary commissions are charged with redrawing
district boundaries. However, special protections for certain constituencies, the
geographic distribution of voters, and other factors have led to disparities in
district sizes and accusations of pro–Labour Party bias. An ongoing redistricting effort is seeking to address these problems.120 While lower levels of polarization and institutional differences have not produced the levels of acrimony
seen in the United States, both France and the UK share the disadvantages of
winner-take-all systems, which leave more voters unrepresented.
The partisan nature of the U.S. electoral process has created fertile grounds for
politicians seeking to sow distrust in election outcomes. According to a Gallup
Poll ahead of the 2016 presidential elections, only 35 percent of Americans
expressed confidence in the honesty of elections.121 The implications are significant: if people believe that the electoral process is flawed or that their vote does
not count, they are less likely to vote. Complex voter registration procedures also
depress turnout—another key challenge facing U.S. democracy.
Low Voter Turnout
By international standards, U.S. voter turnout is unusually low. The 55.7 percent turnout in the 2016 election put the United States behind most of its
peers—it now ranks twenty-eighth out of thirty-five OECD members.122 In
U.S. midterm elections, turnout is typically even lower: it was 36.7 percent in
2014, the lowest in seventy-two years.123 However, this is not a new trend: U.S.
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turnout rates have been consistently low over the past several decades, with
some election-to-election variation.
Various factors explain this pattern. As noted above, complex registration
procedures and restrictive voting laws in some states discourage participation,
particularly among low-income voters. Geographic segregation and lower levels
of unionization and welfare state integration likely further decrease turnout,
resulting in more socially skewed participation.124 Researchers cite low levels
of competitiveness in many states and districts—both due to gerrymandering
and partisan sorting—as another explanation.125
In Western and Northern Europe, average turnout rates remain higher
than in the United States, despite country-to-country variation and negative downward trends in many countries (see figure 10). In recent elections,
Belgium—which has a mandatory voting law—had the highest rate of electoral participation, with 87.2 percent among all voting-age people turning out
to vote. The country was followed closely by Sweden and Denmark; while
Austria, Finland, Germany, Greece, Iceland, the Netherlands, and Norway all
had turnout rates of over 68 percent in their recent elections.126
However, trends across the European Union are by no means uniformly
positive. In the newer member states in Central and Eastern Europe, voter
turnout has declined by roughly 20 percent since the first free elections were
Figure 10: Voter Turnout in the United States and Western Europe (1981–2017)
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held at the end of the 1980s, and turnout rates now are more similar to the
United States.127 Scholars have offered different explanations for this trend,
including a growing disenchantment with democracy, deteriorating economic
and political conditions, low electoral stakes, supranational integration, and a
lack of strong political party identification. Yet further evidence is needed to
fully unpack this trend—and its relationship to democratic backsliding in the
region.128
Over the past three decades, there has also been a decline in turnout of about
10 percent in many established European democracies—albeit from a higher
base.129 Turnout rates in European Parliament elections have also decreased.130
Moreover, European democracies are not immune from increasing inequalities
in electoral participation. In Germany, for example, “the more precarious the
living conditions in a location, the lower the voter turnout. Without exception, voter participation in socially disadvantage[d] areas is much lower than
in more affluent urban districts.”131 A similar pattern has been observed in the
UK.132 While cross-national data is sparse, these examples suggest that despite
higher average turnout levels, European democracies may also be becoming
more divided, with social stratification making its impact felt.

Priority European Challenges
Rise of Illiberal Movements and Parties
In Europe, the most severe current challenges relate to the outcomes of democratic politics. Whereas the majority of the preceding analysis has focused on
Western Europe, the clearest threat to democracy on the continent stems from
continued democratic backsliding in Central Europe, particularly in Poland
and Hungary. In both countries, elections have brought to power antipluralistic and openly intolerant majoritarian regimes that are systematically dismantling democratic checks and balances. What unites leaders in both countries
is their shared belief that large popular mandates entitle them to scapegoat
minorities and change the institutional make-up of their countries.
In Hungary, Prime Minister Viktor Orbán’s Fidesz government—in power
since 2010—has used its two-thirds parliamentary majority to enact a series of
institutional and legislative changes that have weakened independent oversight
and political competition. Since coming to power in 2010, the government has
passed a new constitution and over a thousand new laws, turning the country
into an increasingly illiberal democracy that combines far-right rhetoric, crony
capitalism, and one-party rule.133 Various laws have curtailed media pluralism,
weakened judicial independence, and expanded government control over the
state administration.134 Orbán has also engaged in a relentless smear campaign
against critical civil society voices, framing himself as a protector against various internal and external threats. He undeniably remains popular, helped by a
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fragmented opposition and supportive media—and recent changes to the election system have further consolidated the party’s hold on power.135
In Poland, the ruling Law and Justice Party has spearheaded efforts to
assert political control over the judiciary. Over the past year, the government
has passed several amendments that increased the ruling majority’s authority over the Supreme Court, triggering mass protests and the start of EU
disciplinary proceedings. New legislation also allows the justice minister to
appoint and dismiss the presidents of ordinary courts and brings the National
Council of the Judiciary under the control of the parliament.136 In contrast to
Hungary, the government has not prioritized controlling
the economy—yet it has propagated revisionist historical narratives, and gradually transformed the country’s
The clearest threat to democracy on
public broadcaster into a propaganda outlet for the ruling
the continent stems from continued
party.137
democratic backsliding in Central Europe,
Democratic troubles are not confined to Hungary
particularly in Poland and Hungary.
and Poland. Many other Eastern and Central European
democracies suffer from the symptoms of hollowing
democracy: declining turnout rates, waning citizen identification with political parties, and an atrophy of parties’ relationships with
civil society.138 Both the Czech Republic and Slovakia have recently elected
populist leaders. The nature and ideology of these governments vary from
country to country, as do the specific drivers of their success. The financial crisis and resulting economic dislocation has certainly played a role. In Hungary,
for example, the economy had shrunk by 6.6 percent the year prior to Orbán’s
election.139 Yet the economy is not the whole story: in Poland and the Czech
Republic, living standards have improved in recent years. The refugee crisis proved to be another central turning point, triggering what Ivan Krastev
termed a “demographic panic” that brought to the fore preexisting illiberal
political forces.140 The return of geopolitical tensions spurred by Russia’s
increasing assertiveness—coupled with the EU’s internal turmoil—have added
fuel to the fire, providing both an autocratic model to emulate and a threat that
justifies the reassertion of national sovereignty.
While illiberal populist parties have so far failed to win elections beyond
Central Europe, they have nevertheless become a significant political force
on the whole continent, especially due to their increased presence in parliaments.141 For example, in Austria, the far-right Freedom Party has governed in
a coalition with the conservative People’s Party since December 2017, and pulled the latter further to the right on issues like immigration and social benefits
for migrant workers. A similar trend has occurred in countries like Denmark,
Finland, and Sweden, where far-right parties have made significant electoral
gains, positioning themselves as champions of working-class voters. In Italy,
it remains to be seen what policies the antiestablishment Five Star Movement
and the far-right Northern League will pursue in their coalition government.
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In the United States, President Donald Trump has displayed many of the
illiberal instincts that characterize antidemocratic leaders in Central Europe,
raising fears of democratic erosion. As Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt outlined in their book, Trump easily passes a basic “litmus test for autocrats”: he
has threatened unfriendly media outlets, questioned the democratic rules of
the game, denied the legitimacy of his political opponents, and even tolerated
or encouraged violence during his presidential campaign.142 Yet at the same
time, he has so far not been able to advance a broader
illiberal political project. For one, despite his significant
support among Republican voters, Trump lacks broader
While illiberal populist parties have backing in his own party. In contrast to leaders like Prime
so far failed to win elections beyond Minister Viktor Orbán, he does not command control
Central Europe, they have nevertheless over an organized political movement, but relies on an
become a significant political force uneasy alliance with a party that remains internally
divided over key aspects of his political agenda and govon the whole continent.
erning style. The presidential system and Trump’s own
policy inconsistencies reinforce this disconnect. In addition, U.S. democratic institutions—including a powerful
independent judiciary and a strong civil society and media sector—exert a
strong countervailing force.
Some scholars suggest that democratic erosion in Eastern and Central
Europe should be seen as a failure of democratic consolidation. A more worrisome interpretation is that the region is experiencing many of the same trends
also visible in Western Europe and the United States—a failure to deliver economic prosperity and justice, a backlash against globalization and aspects of
liberal cosmopolitanism, and a shifting geopolitical context—and has simply
proven more vulnerable to them due to weaker institutions and a shorter democratic history.
Democracy Deficit in the European Union
In addition to democratic backsliding driven by unchecked majoritarianism,
European democracies also face a set of unique challenges derived from the
delegation of policymaking from the national to the European level. While the
EU on the surface has a democratic structure, the complexity of the current
institutional setup obscures lines of accountability. As a result, many European
citizens view EU decisionmaking processes to be opaque and far removed.143
The EU currently has two main sources of democratic legitimacy: the
European Parliament, which is elected directly by EU citizens, and the Council
of the European Union (national ministers), which together with the European
Council (heads of state) represents individual member states. Yet decisionmaking in the Council often lacks transparency, despite its agenda-setting role.144
While the powers of the European Parliament have increased over the past
decades, voter turnout in European Parliament elections is extremely low and
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has fallen over the past several elections. In 2014, almost 60 percent of eligible voters stayed away from the polls (see figure 11).145 European members
of parliament have limited connections to national political systems: once in
Brussels, they form transnational factions that often remain unfamiliar to voters. The parliament as a whole has failed to convince many Europeans that it
represents their interests.
Part of the problem is the European Union’s current state of partial integration, in which national governments work together to make decisions in
some domains, while EU institutions take precedence in others. The euro crisis
revealed the limits of this complex institutional mix, highlighting the need
to either further advance political and economic integration or revert some
economic decisionmaking back to EU member states. Instead, EU member
states chose to muddle through, relying primarily on ad-hoc crisis management
procedures.146 The European Central Bank emerged as a key crisis actor, which
meant that an unelected institution was making highly consequential political
decisions.147 In the realm of financial and economic policy, many European
voters felt that they no longer had meaningful policy choices. Perceptions of
unresponsiveness deepened mistrust in European institutions: many people
felt democratic accountability should be brought closer to them.
Various proposals have been put forward to bridge the gap between the EU
institutions and voters, such as directly electing the European Commission
president, or further strengthening the European Parliament and the European
Court of Justice.148 Yet in the aftermath of the crisis, little action has been taken
to advance these ideas. While French President Emmanuel Macron has called
Figure 11: Voter Turnout in European Elections (1979–2014)
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for further political integration, many other EU member states appear reluctant to engage in a fundamental rethinking of current European decisionmaking structures, fearing continued Euroskepticism among voters. The European
Parliament recently rejected a proposal to consider transnational voting lists for
the 2019 European elections.149 While recent polls show an uptick in optimism
about the future of the EU and support for EU political priorities, the question
of how to better integrate European citizens into EU decisionmaking remains
unsolved.150

Grounds for Common Approaches
Established democracies on both sides of the Atlantic are beset by a sense of
crisis. At a time when the liberal democratic model has become more contested
at the international level, Western democracies are also struggling with internal discontent. Longer-term problems of political representation and participation have become more visible and urgent. This perception of democratic illhealth is driving a powerful new sense of political convergence. For example,
Europe and the United States are grappling with high levels of citizen distrust
in democratic institutions, alienation from establishment political actors, and
unease about an increasingly fragmented and incoherent public information
space that is vulnerable to polarization. Yet not all challenges to democracy are
clearly shared across the Atlantic: both the U.S. and European democracies are
also contending with somewhat specific patterns of political dysfunction.
Identifying these areas of political convergence as well as divergence opens
the door to a bigger question: can U.S. and European actors striving for democratic reform learn from each other, or even find ways to work directly together
to counter domestic democratic problems? And if so, what would the most
fertile areas for such learning and cooperation be? To date, linkages between
U.S. and European communities of activists, reformers, and experts are still
relatively underdeveloped; there are few networks to distill and share insights
and lessons about effective responses to current democratic challenges.
The analysis highlights a number of areas that have significant potential
for transatlantic learning. Democracies on both sides of the Atlantic suffer
from the unresponsiveness of political power. Citizens have become especially
ambivalent about the key arms of representative democracy: parliaments and
political parties. This trend is particularly evident among those most dissatisfied with the political and economic status quo, resulting in significant ruralurban divides in elections and a growing socioeconomic gap between those
who are confident in democratic institutions and those voicing distrust. These
cleavages are breaking down parties’ traditional constituencies, and provoking
new realignments that mirror current anxieties over demographic diversity,
economic dislocation, and sweeping cultural change. While European proportional electoral systems have proven more adaptable to this challenge than the
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U.S. and British majoritarian systems, they now have to grapple with increasing party fragmentation and the rise of illiberal challenger parties.
At the same time, citizens’ frustration with traditional party and parliamentary channels has triggered new waves of civic mobilization and protest.151
Establishment parties and parliaments so far have mostly failed to tap into
these political energies. Solutions in this realm will inevitably vary depending
on the political system and party. Yet these trends highlight an opportunity for
shared learning on initiatives and reforms that seek to improve citizen engagement in democratic politics beyond elections, for example through participatory policymaking at the local or
regional level, efforts by parties to integrate younger and
Can U.S. and European actors striving for
more diverse voters, and innovative forms of civic organizdemocratic reform learn from each other,
ing and civic education. While such efforts at democratic
innovation are hardly new, any forums to share lessons
or even find ways to work directly together
remain underdeveloped, especially involving European
to counter domestic democratic problems?
and U.S. actors. In addition, while U.S. partisan polarization and gridlock has no direct equivalent in Europe,
many European countries are also grappling with a rise
in political extremism among some parts of the electorate and a hardening of
political discourse. These experiences may open the door to shared learning on
bridging societal differences, grappling with diversity, and restoring norms of
political civility, whether in the realm of civic education, media regulation, or
across political parties.
The fragmentation of media landscapes and the threat of disinformation
represent fertile areas for U.S.-European collaboration. A number of European
countries have already taken steps to counter Russian cyber and disinformation tactics in election campaigns. Yet these efforts have not been systematically
shared across countries to inform the development of more robust long-term
strategies—despite continued threats looming over upcoming elections on
both sides of the Atlantic. In addition, in Europe and the United States, several
innovative research and policy initiatives are exploring new mechanisms to
improve public trust in media institutions. Many of these initiatives—which
range from fact-checking and greater transparency measures to programs centered on media and civic literacy and investments in local newspapers and
reporting—could be scaled through transatlantic partnerships.
In other areas, the problems facing Europe and the United States are more
distinct, but domestic reform efforts could nevertheless benefit from greater
exchange. For example, on issues such as election administration reform, partisan gerrymandering, and campaign finance regulation—all core priorities of
the U.S. democratic reform movement—European democracies provide useful alternative models. Not all of these are suitable for the U.S. political context; in many areas, reformers face institutional and legal hurdles that require
U.S.-centric solutions. Yet on specific policy questions, such as automatic voter
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registration, efforts to reduce the influence of money in politics beyond contribution and spending limits, fighting online harassment, and support to public
broadcasting and civic education, exchanges with European policymakers and
civil society activists may offer lessons learned and new ideas for action. At the
same time, European reformers may also learn from innovative strategies and
tactics used by U.S. grassroots movements and social activists, and vice versa.
Other challenges are rooted in institutional differences between the United States and Europe, with limThe fragmentation of media landscapes and ited opportunities for shared learning. For example, while
there certainly is polarization in European societies, these
the threat of disinformation represent fertile
cultural divides are not as amplified by the political sysareas for U.S.-European collaboration. tem in Europe as they are in the United States. Instead,
elite coalitions are commonly struck that leave little room
for outsiders, resulting in popular frustration with political consensus deals. A key question is thus how to revitalize the political center while ensuring greater political responsiveness. Another important area of
difference with the United States is the EU dimension: democracy problems
in Europe are not only the result of national-level problems, but also the way
in which EU decisions increasingly override national democratic accountability. Indeed, some national-level democratic processes are relatively healthy, yet
the democratic malaise still exists because of the delegation of power to the
European level and citizens’ increasing dissatisfaction with the current institutional set-up.
In both the United States and in Europe, the current moment of crisis has
given rise to new local experiments in democratic innovation and new forms
of mobilization. Failures of representation and delivery are galvanizing citizen action, at times putting governments on the offensive. Illiberal and antidemocratic measures by governments continue to spark significant public
mobilization. The trends are thus not uniformly negative: citizens’ search for
more effective accountability mechanisms represents a promising source of
democratic renewal. The sense of shared democratic malaise across Western
democracies thus also offers the opportunity for a new reform agenda, rooted
in greater transatlantic exchange and cooperation.
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